
“What do you want..?”                      

tm consultancy (tmc) works with both individuals and organizations to help people 
answer the question, “What do you want?” – and then fnd ways to get it.

With Organizations– tmc works with leaders and their teams to improve 
interpersonal dynamics through: 

a) better emotional self-management
b) knowing your own strengths and how to best apply them, and
c) applying the combined strengths of everyone in the team to best effect

The outcomes: better people performance, adaptable leadership, strategic execution, 
and sustainable results.

With Individuals – tmc coaching can help if you...

Want to address any of these areas:

• assertiveness in business and personal situations

• negotiation to get the outcomes you want

• having diffcult conversations with co-workers or partners

• using effective persuasion and infuencing skills

• leadership development

• becoming a better manager

• coaching others to help their performance/business focus

• time management and priority-setting to get things done

• business planning

• strategy execution to turn your plans into reality

• decisiveness in knowing what you want and how to get it

• cross-cultural communication challenges

• presentation skills to deliver your message with maximum effect

• manage emotional reactivity to get the best from yourself and others

• identify your strengths and talents and use them consistently and effectively

And if you want to:

• get “unstuck” from current dramas 

• achieve breakthrough insights

• handle confict in a no-dramas way

• interact more effectively with other people

• set a course that’s right for you and stick to it

• get your business in shape to achieve its full potential
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Selected testimonials from tmc coaching clients:

GETTING THINGS DONE
Coaching...gave me real clarity and focus, which was just what I was needing at the 
time. After just one coaching conversation, I found that I was better organised, and 
managing my time much more effectively. Over time, I have found that the tools I  
gained have stayed with me, even if my method has changed. 
~ Linnet Good, writer and entrepreneur, Goodscribble

ACHIEVING BREAKTHROUGH INSIGHTS
I've found Todd's coaching consistently excellent, in one session helping me reach a 
goal I'd been striving towards for 15 years...in a feld of which he had no previous 
experience! He is very creative, and generous with his time, energy and ideas. He is 
both very professional and excellent company. Time spent with Todd is time very well 
spent. 
~ Sakya Kumara, Training Manager and Coach, windhorse:evolution 

ASSERTIVENESS & MAKING DECISIONS
After our coaching session I thought a lot more about why people were acting the way 
they did and was able to keep my own reactions calm in response and I have also 
learnt that whatever gets thrown at me - I can deal with it. I look forward to learning 
some more ways I can be more decisive in my decision-making and improve my 
stakeholder management.
~ Esther Bielawski, Senior Relationship & Issues Manager, Lloyds Banking 
Group

MASTERING INTERPERSONAL DYNAMICS
I congratulate Todd particularly for keeping the team’s integrity during this major 
culture change operation. His coaching served the team as an outlet for their pent-up 
emotions and a sounding-board for their anxieties and tensions, and gave them 
direction, counselling and guidance. The fact that we delivered the most impressive 
and successful internal communications programme during this period is a quite 
amazing achievement and I don’t think it could have been achieved without Todd’s 
infuence on the team. 
~ Noel Privett, Director of Internal Communications, HSBC

LEARN TO FIND YOUR OWN WAY FORWARD
I write to sincerely thank you for the coaching...invaluable help in that I've realised it 
is not what you can do for me, rather how you enable me to do it for myself. When I 
talked with you this afternoon, on more than one occasion I answered my own 
question. That fact alone speaks volumes for your skills. 
~ Tom Pattinson, Operations Manager, British Nuclear Group

ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
A talented communications professional who understands the importance of smart 
questions, thoughtful listening and fawless execution. Clever, focused and thorough, 
Todd is a pleasure to work with. 
~ Andrew Cole, Manager, Bell Canada

Contact tmc today:  toddm@toddmontgomery.com.au    +61 431 989 434
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